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Abstract Ductile fracture is characterized by nucleation and growth of voids with
deformation and ends with void coalescence leading to fracture. The Gurson-
Tevergaard model is a widely accepted model for describing the ductile flow of
voided metals. This model does not consider the interaction between voids. Many
coalescence models are being introduced to define the onset of fracture and they are
based on different hypotheses considering the carrying capacity of ligaments between
voids. Literature includes many void Coalescence models; namely Thomason, Par-
doen and Hutchinson (P&H), Benzerga, Ragab, and McClintock. In this work, FEA
is used to model materials obeying Gurson function on biaxial stretching of sheet
metal. The coalescence criterions are introduced to the FEA solver, Abaqus via a user
subroutine. The onset of coalescence is determined and compared to experimental
results. It is found that Ragab criterion gives fracture strains close to the experimental
results.
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Introduction

Failure criteria can be classified as macroscopic and microscopic from the perspec-
tive of the governing failure domain. Li et al. [1] classified failure criteria into
four categories namely; Stress or strain-based, energy-based, damage based and
empirical-based failure criteria. The main disadvantage of macroscopic failure crite-
ria is that failure is not justified under complex loading conditions and when it comes
to integrate it in a finite element model, the results are strongly mesh-dependent.
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The effect of micro-voids in ductile fracture was first noticed by McClintock
et al. [2]. McClintock model was the first coupled model that relates the constitutive
equation to the failure criteria. Later on, it was found that in polycrystalline porous
metals that ductile fracture is controlled by nucleation, growth, and coalescence of
microvoids where local approaches provide a better picture.

When it comes to the constitutive models for void growth; the continuum plas-
tic models of McClintock [3], Rice and Tracey [4] and of Gurson [5] are usually
addressed. McClintock developed a model for cylindrical voids growth. Rice and
Tracey developed an analytical solution for a spherical void which is the more real-
istic case than the cylindrical one. Their model proposed an exponential relation
between the void dilation and the stress triaxiality. Thomason [6] integrated their
equation considering that the voids will not remain spherical while deformation
occurs. Rice and Traceymodel drawbackwas that it never considered themicrostruc-
ture or the newborn voids which were contradictory to the experiments. This resulted
in advancing the pioneering work of Gurson.

The known micro-mechanical model for voided material is Gurson’s [5]. Gurson
introduced a local damage model which is the void volume fraction. The macro-
scopic yield criterion was approximated with an upper bound approach of a rigid
perfectly plastic material of Hill’s. Gurson model is not able to describe void shape
changes and the interaction that leads to coalescence because the model assumes a
homogenous deformation field. Thus, important modifications are due to Tvergaard
[7] who introduced adjustment parameters to Gurson model that brings the model
into agreement with numerical results of hardening material. Hence, the form of the
yield function has become:
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where σ̄M is the effective stress of the matrix material, σ̄ is the macroscopic Mises
effective stress, σm is the mean stress component, Cv is the void volume fraction,
q1, q2, q3 are material parameters.

In the ductile fracture process, coalescence is of vital importance because it dic-
tates the ductility of the metals [8]. Coalescence comes in different modes. The first
is of the total internal necking between the ligament between the voids [9–11]. Void
sheeting is the other mode of coalescence. It occurs when voids nucleate on the
second population of inclusions, which in turn accelerates the coalescence between
the main voids. Cox and Low [12] have reported this mode in an AISI 4340 steel.
The experimentations on the specimens showed that the voids grow until a critical
spacing between them is reached. At this point, deformation became concentrated,
leading to a rapid coalescence.

Numerically, Thomason [6] has proposed a model for coalescence that is based
on the attainment of a plastic limit load at the intervoid matrix. Thomason criterion is
based on perfectly plastic behavior; however, it can be acceptable for work-hardening
material, whenever the total plastic strain has achieved a sufficient saturation to
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give an approximately uniform matrix yield stress [8]. Pardoen and Hutchinson
[13] empirically extended Thomason’s model to take into account the effect of strain
hardening (n).Benzerga [14] has alsomodifiedThomason’smodel tofit the numerical
results at low triaxiality and when the void shape at coalescence is close to flat shape.
Ragab [15] has also developed ductile fracture criterion based on internal necking
of the intervoid matrix ligament. Ragab criterion considers the influence of matrix
strain hardening, void shape evolution as well as the softening due to existence of
voids. McClintock [3] has developed a criterion for fracture by void growth and
coalescence of cylindrical holes in a viscous material and extended it to plastic
materials. In plastic materials, there was a strong inverse dependence of fracture
strain on hydrostatic tension.

The mathematical expressions of these coalescence criteria and main parameters
of void shape and unit cell changes are presented and summarized by Abdelkader
and Saleh [16].

The objective of this work is to integrate these coalescence criterion into FE
software, Abaqus so that the onset of ductile fracture in a biaxially stretched sheet
metal and compare the results to experimental work.

Numerical and Experimental Procedures

In the experimentalwork, specimens cut fromdual-phase 600 steel sheet are stretched
according to Nakazima test (ASTM, E2218–02) (at Metal Forming Laboratory of
McMaster University) to determine fracture strains. The surface strains during form-
ing are measured via Aramis set-up and technique based on image processing. When
fracture occurs, the mesh is broken and the image could not be captured. Hence, the
strains denoted as experimental fracture strains are those corresponding to the strains
just before fracture. The mechanical properties of these specimens including initial
void volume fraction, void aspect ratio and others are determined and published by
Cingara et al. [17].

In the numerical model, the sheet is modeled on Abaqus CAE as deformable
bodies while the punch, die and specimens’ holders are modeled as discrete rigid
surfaces. The material properties are introduced and the constitutive equation of
material behavior according to Gurson is adopted. First-order hexahedral brick ele-
ment with 8 nodes and reduced integration algorithm is used for modeling. Abaqus
hourglassing control is activated for every element to avoid unreal elements straining.
Subroutines contain the coalescence criteria are integrated into ABAQUS to account
for the termination of the forming process. Twomodels are submitted for the analysis
with two different coefficients of frictions between the punch and the sheet (0.1 and
0).

Figure 1 shows the history of the experimental and numerical surface strains
for the critical point that having maximum principle strain. It is found that Ragab
coalescence criterions are the first to be satisfied among the other five criteria. For the
strain paths histories, the frictionless model meets the same trend of the experimental
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Fig. 1 Experimental and numerical principle strains paths of the critical point for the equibiaxial
stretched sheet till fracture

data but the strains at coalescence are a bit highly estimated in terms of the second
principle strain. Most of the experimental test results fall below numerical model
curves this means that the numerical models underestimate the second principle
strain. This underestimation would be justified by the fact that the contact algorithm
used by Abaqus is not simulating the real situation where the actual coefficient of
friction is not kept constant.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of void volume fraction, void aspect ratio, and
mean stress along a predefined path at the onset of coalescence according to Ragab.
The dependency of coalescence on mean stress is indicated. At the onset of fracture

Fig. 2 Variation of void volume fraction CV, void aspect ratio λ1 and mean stress along with the
specimen at the onset of coalescence
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the void aspect ratio has reached a value over two where the originally assumed
void aspect was one, i.e. the void shape had changed from a circle to a 2:1 ellipse at
coalescence.

Conclusion

It is concluded that the limit strains at ductile fracture could be determined when
modeling the forming operations and adopting the constitutive relations of voided
materials with coupled coalescence criterion. The coalescence model proposed by
Ragab is found to be the closest to experimental results. The effect of the contact
algorithm needs to be studied as it is expected to affect the predictions.
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